
Crewkerne & District Astronomical Societv
Slq Notes : September 2014

All timings are Universal Time. (G.M.T.) (B.S.T. - I hour)

Moonns Phases
First Quarter September 02d. I lh. I lm.
Full " 09d.01h.39m.
Last Quarter " l6d. 02h.05m.
New * 24d.06h. l4m.

Moon at perigee (nearest to Earth) Sept. 08d. 04h. Diam. 33' 20"
Moon at apogee (furthest from Earth) Sept. 20d. l4h. * 29' 26*

The Planets
Mercury : An early evening object all the month, but also close to the Sun all month At the start. it sets at 19.20,1/2 hour after sunset,
and by the end at 18.00 U.T., only l5 minutes after the Sun. Remaining in Virgo all month it starts it just inside the westem side and
travels 35' S.E. to end it 7o from the border with Libra. On the 2l't.. it will pass 0.6' S. of l'1. mag. Spica, Alpha Virginis.
Mid month it will be mag. 0.0, 6.2" diam., elongation 25" 8.. and setting at 18.40 U.T., 30 minutes after the Sun.

Venus : Continues to be a late morning object getting nearer the Sun. On the I't. it rises at 03.30, an hour & 20 minutes before dawn,
and by the 30th. at 05.30, 1/zhour before the Sun. Starting the month in western Leo, it moves S.E. to enter Virgo around the 25th., and ends
it some 6o inside the border, a total travel of 38o. On the 5th. it will pass 0.8" N. of Regulus, l't. mag. Alpha Leonis.
Mid month it willbe mag. -3.8, l0" diam., elong. llo W. and rising at 04.30 U.T., an hour before dawn.

Mars ! Remains a evening object, but getting earlier. At the start of the month it sets at 20.40,2 hours after sunset, and by the end at
19.45, just over 2 hours after the Sun. Beginning the month in eastern Libra, it moves E.S.E., crossing into N.E. Scorpius around the l5d'.
and into S.W. Ophiuchus around the 26th., a total distance of 20o. On the 27th. Mars will pass 3o N. of l't. mag. star Antares, Alpha Scorpii.
Mid month it will be mag. +0.7, 6.5" diam., elong. 68o E. and setting at20.10, 2 hours after sunset.

Jupiter : Continues to be a morning object, getting earlier. On the I't. it rises at02.30,23/qhours before dawn and by the 30th. just after
01.00, 5 hours before the Sun. Remaining in eastern Cancer, it travels 6" S.E. during the month, ending it 2' W. of the border with Leo.
Mid month it willbe mag. -l .8, 32.7" diam., elong. 39" W. and rising at 01.45.

Saturn : An early evening object, getting closer to the Sun At the start of the month it sets at 2l .00,21/q hours after sunset, and by the
end just after 19.00, I % hours after the Sun. Continuing to lie in central Libra, it moves 2t/2" E.S.E. during the month, starting 3%' E.N.E.
of the 3'd. mag. star Alpha Librae.
Mid month it will be mag. +0.6, disc diam. 15.9", rings 36.2" (inclinedat22"), elong. 57" E. and setting at20.05,2 hours after the Sun.
Titan, mag 8.1 & elong. 170". Greatest W. elong. on Sept. 2 & 18. E. elong. on Sept.10 & 26.

Uranus : An evening object, heading for opposition early in October. On the l't. it rises just before 20.00, an hour after sunset, and by
the 3Oth. at 17.50, l0 minutes after the Sun sets. Continuing to lie in southern Pisces, only a few degrees N. of the border with Cetus.
It moves l' S.W. during the month, ending it2%" W. of the multiple star 77 Piscium, which has a total mag. of 6.3. On the I lth. at 02.00
Uranus will lie I .l' S. of the 17 day old Moon. An occultation will be visible from Canada, Greenland & Siberia.
Midmonthitwillbemag.5.7,3.7"diam.,elong. l5ToW.andrisingatl8.50,40minutesaftertheSunsets.
Neptune i Following opposition at the end of last month, it will be visible most of the night. At the start of the month it sets at 05.00,
only l0 minutes before dawn. By the end of the month it sets at 03.00 U.T.,3 hours before the Sun rises. Remaining in western Aquarius,
it travels %' S.W. during the month. Mid month it will pass %" N. of the 4.8 mag. star Sigma (57) Aquarii. Neptune will then be mag.
7 .8, 8.4 diam. and setting at 04.00, I 7z hours before dawn.

Meteors
Piscids ! September - October. There are two maxima this month. The first occurs around Sept. 9th. Radiant is at R.A. 00h. 36m.,
Dec. +07o. 3' S.W. of Delta Piscium. Culmination at 2l .00 U.T., altitude 21". Zenith Hourly Rate 10. The Moon is very unfavourable,
Fullallnight ! The second occurs around Sept.2l't. with its radiant at R.A. 00h.24m., Dec. 00o, l0'S.W. of Delta. Culmination at 00h.
altitude 42". Z.H.R. 5. Moon favourable, 3 days before New, setting at 16.50.

Deen Skv Obiects
M57 (NGC 6720) : The 'Ring Nebula', a planetary nebula in Lyra, discovered by Antoine Darguier in 1779 and observed by Messier
shortly after. It was the first planetary to be recognised and is probably the most well known. At a distance of 1,200 L.Y. it 'blew up'
around 10,000 years ago and has expanded to a diameter ofnearly I L.Y. Recent observations show it still expanding at a rate of l9
km./sec., increasing its apparent size (80"x 60") by l " a century. With an integrated mag. of 8.8 it can just be seen with binoculars,
appearing as an out-of-focus star. A 75mm. telescope will indicate the ring shape and the relatively high surface brightness will stand high
magnification. The original star, now a hot white dwart is around mag. 14.5 with suspected variability, requiring at least a 250mm. scope
to see it. To find it, start from Vega, Alpha Lyr. 4' S.E. of it four 4th. mag. stars form a parallelogram. M57 lies between Sulaphat the
S.E. star Gamma ( l4) Lyr. and Sheliak the S.W. star Beta ( l0) Lyr. R.A. 18h.54m., Dec. +33o 02'.
M27 (NGC 6853) : The 'DumbellNebula', a planetary nebula in Vulpecula, discovered by Messier in 1764. One of the closest
planetaries, at 815 L.Y., and one of the oldest at 48,000 years, it has a diameter of L2 L.Y. The gaseous shell of ionised nitrogen blown
offthe original star is still expanding at27 km./sec., increasing its apparent size of 8.0'x 5.7' by 6" a century. The remnant of the star has

a temperature of 85,000ok., the radiation from it illuminating the nebula. It is mag. 14, partly obscured by the gas, and requires at least a
250mm. telescope and good seeing to detect it. However, the nebula, at mag. 7 .3 can easily be found with binoculars, and is great in a
small telescope. To find it, start from Albireo, the bright double star (mags. 3.1 & 5.I ) Beta (6) Cygni, the S.W. head of the Swan.

R.A. l9h. 59m., Dec. +22" 43'.
Arthur Davis Aug.20l4

Follow a chain of 6th. & 7th. mag. stars S.E. for 8o to M27.


